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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士班  

碩士論文提要 

論文名稱：論童妮．莫里森小說《蘇拉》中的縫合與社會幻象 

指導教授：蔡佳瑾 先生   姜翠芬 先生 

研究生：方思涵 

論文提要內容： 

    本論文旨在探討童妮．莫里森的小說《蘇拉》中麓谷社群和小說中的人物蘇

拉之間所產生之衝突與此社群所建立之意識形態。當蘇拉與社群既定的價值觀產

生歧異時，其差異並未被排除在外，而是被容忍並收編成為社群中所定義之惡人。

當該差異被納入社會體系中時，蘇拉對於社群意識形態系統之威脅力也相對受到

控制；反之，將她排除則無法控管其差異所可能產生之危險。齊澤克的「縫合」

理論 (quilting) 在許多層面上都體現了麓谷社群中所發展的意識形態，有鑑於此

社群居民對於蘇拉有不同的解讀，她被視為一漂浮能指 (floating signifier)，麓谷

居民透過定義蘇拉為社群中邪惡的化身這一縫合點 (nodal point)，將她縫合進社

會的符號體系中。 

    由於社群居民相信因為蘇拉被縫合於社會結構內，他們得以將社群中所發生

之亂象歸因於蘇拉，當蘇拉被視為社會亂象之因時，她進一步成為社群中的代罪

羔羊並意外地鼓勵居民更團結一致，因為有她作為反面的儆戒，居民才得以認同

並確信自己作為善的一方之價值，麓谷也因此成為一個團結的社群。社群中的人

們相信在她過世後，自己的社群得以更為完滿；然而，蘇拉的死亡不僅沒有符合

他們的預期，反而透露了實際上並沒有所謂完滿之社群。蘇拉作為代罪羔羊隱蔽

了這一事實，而「社會幻象」 (social fantasy) 適切地闡釋了所謂社群完滿性之

假象，正是因為社會幻象，居民才能免於面對他們所期待的完滿社群實際上並不
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存在的事實。隨著蘇拉的離世，社會幻象不復存，居民被迫面對不可能實現的社

群完滿性，麓谷社群繼而崩塌，也揭露了因為麓谷居民仰賴蘇拉以穩固社群的總

體價值，蘇拉在整體社群中所佔有之核心地位。 

 

關鍵字：童妮．莫里森、《蘇拉》、縫合、漂浮能指、縫合點、代罪羔羊、社會幻

象 
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Abstract 

    This thesis aims at exploring the Bottom's established ideology and its conflict 

with the character Sula in Toni Morrison's novel Sula.  When Sula does not hold 

onto the social values in the community, the Bottom, in response to her 

difference, incorporates her into its social system instead of ruling her out.  Since 

excluding her from the society leaves her power ungoverned, registering her into their 

social system renders her power manageable.  Quilting, proposed in Žižek's theory 

of hegemony, plays an important role in the ideology of the community in Sula on 

many levels.  For the townspeople, Sula resembles the floating signifier when she 

remains open for interpretation.  The Bottom people quilt her in the regulated system 

by relating her to the social definitions formulated by the community.  Naming her 

evil serves as the nodal point that people in the Bottom adopt to quilt her in the social 

structure of the community. 

    When Sula is believed to be quilted in the social system of the community, the 

Bottom people are able to trace the root of social disorder to Sula.  When they are 

relieved to find Sula culpable for the ongoing chaos in the Bottom, she comes to be 

the scapegoat responsible for the social disorder.  The townspeople are able to 

perceive the Bottom as a united community when Sula as the scapegoat heightens the 

sense of unity.  Sula functions as the negative example against which the Bottom 

people define themselves, allowing them to consider themselves to be the good ones.  

They believe that the Bottom will develop itself into a full community after Sula 

perishes.  However, the death of a scapegoat reveals nothing but the absence of a full 

community.  In this sense, social fantasy manifests how Sula as the scapegoat masks 
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the void of a full community.  What keeps the Bottom people from the confrontation 

with the emptiness of a full community is social fantasy.  Following Sula's death, the 

absence once masked by her presence is exposed to the townspeople and the Bottom 

collapses when the spell of social fantasy is broken.  Morrison, by the end of the 

novel, reveals that people in the community centralize Sula's presence and rely on her 

to sustain social meanings in their life. 

 

Keywords: Toni Morrison, Sula, quilting, floating signifier, nodal point, scapegoat, 

social fantasy 
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Introduction 

 

    Published in 1973, Morrison's novel Sula begins with an introduction to the 

suburbs where Medallion City Golf Course is about to be built and moves on to 

recapture the past of this place which used to be called the Bottom.  Above the 

valley town of Medallion, the Bottom as a Black community located in the hills can 

only be read as a lost past.  Sula chronicles a lost community and recounts events of 

the Bottom in delineated years.  Although these years are set in chorological order, 

stories that take place in each particular year reveal relevant events in the past and the 

future.  In the model of story-telling, Sula becomes a folktale in which time and 

events move in closed circles.  The beginning of Sula already announces the end of 

the story and the novel ends with "circles and circles of sorrow" (174).
1
  Based on a 

circular structure, Sula draws on African American experiences which point not only 

to the nonlinearity of time and life but also traditional myths.  The novel involves 

mythic elements such as Eva's prophetic dream, ominous signs before Hannah's death, 

the mysterious plague of robins before Sula returns and Shadrack's irresistible lure to 

the tunnel site.  The ambiguities of the novel make room for multiple perspectives in 

order to resist any form of essentialism.  The polarities are exhibited in the novel 

only to be deconstructed in favor of multiplicity.  The multiplicity attempts to 

reinforce postmodern perceptions that deconstruct the clearly defined binary 

opposition.

                                                        
1 Quotations from Toni Morrison's Sula will be given only with page numbers in parentheses. 
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    As the narrative moves toward dialogism, interaction between Sula and the 

Bottom remains a critical aspect for readers to examine throughout the novel.  The 

thesis will focus on the conflict between Sula and the Bottom and the purpose is to 

explore her role as a pariah and a scapegoat in the ideology of the community.  

Unlike the townspeople who fully comply with strict regulations, Sula violates the 

social norms in the Bottom.  For Sula, those who adhere to social norms are like 

spiders that are "more terrified of the free fall than the snake's breath below" (120).  

This free fall Sula is willing to take symbolizes freedom which makes her feel alive.  

People in the community would rather cling to their webs even in the face of the 

snake's breath because Sula's pursuit of freedom as "a way of holding the legs and 

most of all a full surrender to the downward flight" is "too dangerous" (120).  The 

freedom and selfhood Sula is eager to achieve are considered to be selfishness by the 

community where living according to the communal values takes priority over 

pursuing one's own individuality.  Every citizen in the Bottom takes a defined social 

role for the society to function properly.  In this sense, the townspeople regard Sula 

as the pariah when they perceive how she disregards the social norms that aim at 

strengthening interpersonal bonds to build up an extensive social network.  However, 

for readers, to condemn Sula is to simplify Morrison's attempt to depict the 

ideological discourse of the community.  Sula is in fact tolerated by the townspeople 

who later experience a sense of social unity stirred up by her evilness.  Their 

tolerance of Sula accounts for an ideology to institutionalize Sula into the 

socio-symbolic system of the Bottom.  Sula as the pariah is further scapegoated to 

shoulder responsibility for the social chaos in the community but eventually discloses 
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how every power structure that seems to be firmly established is always ready to be 

challenged. 

Literature Review 

    The erasure of the boundary between good and evil in Sula has been 

exhaustively discussed by numerous critics.  Most cricis such as Chikwenye Okonjo 

Ogunyemi and Rita A. Bergenholtz have looked into the opposition between good and 

evil in the characterization of Nel and Sula.  Ogunyemi states in "Sula: 'A Nigger 

Joke'" that the joke in Sula lies in the reversal via which Sula, the assumed villainess 

in the community, turns out to be a heroine while Nel, the seemingly unquestionable 

good woman in the Bottom, ends up becoming a villainess (131-132).  Unlike 

Ogunyemi, who simply reverses the binary opposition between good and evil by 

arguing that Nel ends up as a villainess and Sula as a heroine, I will explore how this 

dichotomy is deconstructed in the novel.  To avoid falling into a dualistic 

interpretation, what will be stressed in my thesis is that there is no clear-cut 

distinction between good and evil by the end of the novel.  While Ogunyemi 

reverses instead of deconstructing the binary opposition between good and evil in 

Sula, Bergenholtz is aware that there is no such thing as absolute goodness or absolute 

evilness in Morrison's characterization of Nel and Sula.  In "Toni Morrison's Sula: A 

Satire on Binary Thinking," Bergenholtz details that the line between good and evil is 

blurred when both Nel and Sula in fact stand for a certain degree of goodness and 

evilness.  For Bergenholtz, Nel realizes that despite her affirmation of her own 

goodness, she is not immune to the evilness that is believed to be incarnated by Sula 

when she recalls the guilty pleasure seeing Chicken Little drown.  Sula, who is 
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considered to be evil, in fact displays outstanding qualities when she is able to accept 

her role as a pariah in the community with good humor (91-92).  When Bergenholtz, 

like most of the critics, discusses the deconstruction of the bipolar opposition between 

good and evil through the opposing pair--Nel and Sula, I will analyze such 

deconstruction on a larger scale.  Morrison's attempt to blur the line between good 

and evil involves more than Nel's recognition of her own evilness or Sula's redeeming 

qualities.  In my thesis, the dilemma embedded in the Bottom's ideology that is 

based on dualism and Sula's positive and negative influence on the Bottom will also 

be taken into consideration. 

    Critical views about the deconstruction of the binary opposition between good 

and evil in the novel often lead to discussions about the multiple perspectives 

especially in the identity of Sula.  In Sula, Morrison rejects textual unity in favor of 

multiple perspectives and greater openness to deliver a variety of possibilities for 

critical analysis.  One of these possibilities is the definition of Sula, whose identity 

remains open and indiscernible.  Sula, unlike the Bottom people who follow the 

socially established patterns to lead their life, explores her selfhood in her own way.  

Hortense J. Spillers indicates in "A Hateful Passion, a Lost Love" that the difficulty of 

interpreting Sula lies in her moral ambiguity.  Sula does not hold onto the same 

social value of the Bottom and is fully in charge of her own decisions in her life. 

When she acts in defiance to social values for the pursuit of freedom, it is hard for 

readers to judge her character.  Although Sula is regarded as the evil spirit in the 

Bottom, readers may hesitate to condemn her when they look into the motivation of 

her search for selfhood (212-213).  Different from how Spillers approaches the 
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multiple perspectives concerning Sula's identity through readers' hesitation to love 

and hate her at different stages of the narration, I will explore Sula's fluid identity 

through her role as a pariah and a scapegoat that wields positive and negative 

influence on the community.  Through the positive and negative effect she exerts on 

the Bottom, the binary opposition between good and evil is able to be reexamined.  

Sula's fluid identity is widely discussed by critics such as Keith E. Byerman and 

Barbara Christian suggesting that Sula who used to stand for a threat to the 

community ironically enables the Bottom people to unite themselves together.  In 

"Beyond Realism," Byerman notifies that Sula, as a social nonconformist, is 

considered a hazard to a unified social network when she refuses to submit herself to 

the conventional norms.  However, her threatening power leads to communal unity 

when the townspeople define themselves against her and stick together to resist her 

evilness (111).  Although Sula's presence seems to be disrupting in the Bottom, she 

in fact propels the townspeople to be linked by a strengthened social bond.  Christian 

also explains that Sula's role as the pariah accounts for the justification of the town's 

collective existence and its own worth.  Sula becomes menacing and nurturing at the 

same time for the Bottom when her evilness paradoxically allows the whole 

community to bring out its goodness (87-88).  Although both Byerman and Christian 

do perceive Sula's positive effect on the community by indicating that her presence 

heightens the sense of social unity, I will take one step further to explain how such 

unity is strengthened by Sula's evilness through the spectacle of the dialectical 

reversal and the constitutive outside.  In terms of the dialectical reversal and the 

constitutive outside, Sula comes to be necessary for the Bottom to define itself and 
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sustain its ideology. 

    Sula in fact occupies a centralized role in the social unity and order of the 

community when the Bottom collapses after her death.  Social ties and communal 

order are secured when Sula's evilness allows people in the community to experience 

a heightened sense of social harmony.  In "The Orderliness of Disorder: Madness 

and Evil in Toni Morrison's Sula," Cedric Gael Bryant argues that Sula as the evil 

presence is what the society depends on; in light of this critical perspective, I will 

further look into the reason why the townsfolk make Sula the pariah and tolerate such 

a pariah in the community.  Bryant explains that although the presence of madness 

and evil is often regarded as chaos, it remains crucial to the community (733).  

According to Bryant, in order to bring order out of chaos, the community has to make 

sure that its power extends far enough to render disorder governed.  In my thesis, I 

will provide a deeper understanding of Bryant's point of view concerning how the 

townspeople keep Sula under control by proposing that her evilness is tolerated and 

inscribed in the socio-symbolic system of the Bottom.  In this respect, I will resort to 

Byerman's remarks that naming plays a significant role to ensure the community of its 

power even with Sula's threat to the social norm (109).  To further explicate how 

naming Sula a "roach" and a "bitch" in the community safeguards the established 

social value of the Bottom, I will explain, in the first chapter, that assigning Sula the 

role of a pariah allows the Bottom to make sure that nothing falls outside the scope of 

the social system in the community. 

    The collapse of the community after the death of Sula remains a critical debate.  

Patricia McKee, who is especially interested in "the experience of missing," indicates 
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that the townspeople experience a strong sense of emptiness after Sula's death to the 

extent that it ultimately meets its own doom.  In "Spacing and Placing Experience in 

Toni Morrison's Sula," McKee points out that the collapse of the Bottom involves 

what people perceive in the lost objects in the tunnel (38).  The Bottom people cling 

to Sula in their ideological discourse in order to make possible a community with 

social order and interpersonal connection.  What they attribute to Sula is the 

deficiency of job opportunities, social mobility and economic development (40).  

After the death of Sula, the deficiency which she used to be blamed for is exposed and 

what people are forced to experience in the tunnel leads to the collapse of the 

community.  Different from McKee's point of view, I will argue that while taking the 

blame, Sula conceals the absence of a Full Community as a Corporate Body.  It is 

the exposure to the absence of a full community that leads to the collapse of the 

Bottom when the fantasy of social wholeness can no longer be sustained. 

Methodology and Procedure 

    The first chapter of this thesis aims at exploring Sula's role as the pariah in the 

ideology of the community.  Under the influence of the white society which 

constantly oppresses them, the Bottom people adopt an ideology similar to the white 

ideology of white superiority when they conclude that people who abide by social 

norms are morally superior to those who fail to play by communal rules.  The 

Bottom in Sula is depicted as a dualistic world in which the tensions between 

opposing terms are extreme.  The ideological discourse of the Bottom is founded not 

only on dualism but also on the exclusion of heterogeneity not by eradicating it but by 

quilting it into the discursive system so that its differential character collapses.  
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Although Sula is stigmatized as a wicked pariah, people in the Bottom altogether 

tolerate her evilness.  Instead of excluding her from the community, they in fact 

manage to pin her to the well-regulated social system of the Bottom by defining her as 

the evil spirit.  In Chapter one, I will focus on how the social order in the Bottom is 

maintained not by keeping Sula out but by sealing her in the social system.  In this 

chapter, the Bottom's ideology of containing a pariah in the community will be 

examined in view of Žižek's theoretical concept of "quilting."  In The 

Sublime Object of Ideology, Žižek argues that in terms of the heterogeneity in an 

ideological field, "quilting" allows the free-floating ideological elements to be locked 

in a unified network of meaning through "nodal points" (the Lacanian points de 

capiton).  According to Žižek, the floating signifiers whose meanings remain too 

open and undisciplined need to be quilted so that they will be structured into an 

integrated social chain.  Nodal points, in the concept of quilting, function to halt the 

variations of floating signifiers for totalization (95-96).  In this respect, quilting is 

especially important for a society like the Bottom to maintain its social order.  The 

concept of quilting clarifies why the Bottom condemns Sula but at the same time 

tolerates such a pariah in the community. 

    In Chapter Two, I will investigate how Sula is further scapegoated in the 

community, which has her conceal the absence of a full community.  In the Bible, a 

scapegoat refers to a goat that ritually carries the burden of the sins of a community 

and is often driven out of the community to carry away these sins.  In my thesis, the 

term "scapegoat" is applied to one that bears the responsibility for social disorder in 

the community.  Unlike a scapegoat that is often expelled from the society, Sula as 
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the scapegoat in the Bottom, as I will argue, is incorporated into the social system to 

identify the cause of social chaos.  The scapegoating of Sula has something to do 

with the containment of a pariah which allows the townspeople to blame someone 

inside the society for any social disorder.  When the townspeople regard her as the 

reason for social chaos, Sula, at this point, becomes the scapegoat that takes on the 

full responsibility for the unpleasant incidents in the community.  The townspeople 

believe that once Sula is gone for good, the Bottom can develop itself into a full 

community which is revealed as an absence by the end of the novel.  In this chapter, 

Žižek's theory of "social fantasy" will be applied to the interpretation of Sula's role as 

the scapegoat in the Bottom.  Žižek defines "social fantasy" as the scenario that 

masks the absence in the socio-symbolic system.  This absence is what the society 

finds unbearable to make references to.  It is social fantasy that propels people to 

harbor hope for something unachievable and screens the absence by holding a 

scapegoat as the blockage.  Only through social fantasy are individuals able to 

experience the society as meaningful and consistent (Sublime 139).  What Morrison 

calls into question in Sula is the ideology the Bottom firmly holds when she reveals 

that any unified entity in a society is none other than a fantasy. 
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Chapter One 

Signifying Sula: The Function of Quilting in the Bottom's Ideological Discourse 

 

Morrison's second novel Sula relates the story of a collapsed community, the 

Bottom, in which Sula is condemned for her blatant violation of communal mores.  

With the aim of maintaining social order, the Bottom formulates social rules and 

values for individuals in the community to keep.  In a society where moral norms 

take priority over individual subjectivity, Sula's insatiable desire for a new mode of 

selfhood is not appreciated.  Throughout the novel, Sula is considered to be the 

embodiment of evil and danger in the community due to her deviant behavior that 

poses considerable threat to the established social system.  For people in the Bottom, 

the freedom she craves for infringes the town's moral, ethical and gender codes.  

Morrison illuminates in Sula the intriguing and complex aspects of the tension 

between Sula and a community so eager to carry out social order.  Significantly, Sula 

reveals the incessant power struggle between an individual that strives for 

self-definition and a society that demands social conformity and regulation.  

Morrison intends to explore the multi-faceted ideological dynamics in the Bottom as 

the controlling image of a pariah wends its way through the social implications in the 

novel. 

The Bottom and the White Community 

    What is captured in the ideological implications is the Bottom people's attempt to 

build the community into a safe hatch which protects them from the pain and 

oppression inflicted by the white society.  Traumatic history particularly holds a 
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place in the Bottom.  In the beginning of Sula, readers learn that a white farmer 

tricks his slave into taking the barren land by convincing him that this Bottom land is 

"the bottom of heaven" with fertile soil (5).  Underling such "a nigger joke" is "a 

version of reality that closely resembles a cyclic repetition of the historical injustices 

perpetrated upon Blacks" (Montgomery 128).  Under the white community's 

overwhelming influence, people in the community constantly confront the external 

menace which undermines personal dignity.  To support themselves in a hostile 

environment, the townsfolk find sanctuary in the Bottom where they are allowed to 

consider themselves virtuous and honorable.  It is only in the Bottom that the 

townsfolk are able to keep themselves safe and earn self-esteem.  Take Helene 

Wright for example.  As the "daughter of a Creole whore," Helene refuses to be 

pictured in the same light as a loose woman like her mother.  Described as "an 

impressive woman" or "at least in Medallion she was," she in fact "won all social 

battles with presence and a conviction of the legitimacy of her authority" (17-18).  

Helene, strictly complying with social codes, redefines herself and orders her own life 

to cleanse herself of the family shame.  Nevertheless, no matter how highly she is 

valued in the Bottom, she ends up utterly vulnerable outside the neighborhood. 

    How the townspeople suffer from the encounter with the exterior world once 

they leave the community is clearly shown in Helene and Nel's journey to New 

Orleans.  Reluctant to leave Medallion, Helene eventually embarks on a trip to New 

Orleans with her daughter Nel to visit her grandmother after learning her debilitating 

illness.  Morrison presents a clear picture of the racial segregation during their trip.  

Accidentally boarding the wrong coach with twenty white men and women on the 
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train, Helene and Nel, who are supposed to stay in the coach that marks "Colored 

Only," are scolded by a white conductor.  After the train passes Birmingham, toilets 

for the colored are not available for them so that they have to squat in a field of high 

grass in front of the stationhouse.  No matter how elegant and honored she is in the 

Bottom, Helene, leaving the community, is exposed to "the muddy eyes of the men" 

under the station roof when she squats (24).  What is noticeable in this trip is 

Helene's smile to the white conductor who humiliates her by referring her to "gal." 

"Gal" is in fact a word that is too much for Helene, who has been aspiring to achieve 

social respectability so that her family origins will not betray her.  For Helene, "all 

the old vulnerabilities, all the old fears of being somehow flawed gathered in her 

stomach and made her hands tremble" (20).  Surprisingly, like "a street pup that 

wags its tail at the very doorjamb of the butcher shop he has been kicked away from 

only moments before," she "smiled dazzlingly and coquettishly at the salmon-colored 

face of the conductor" (21).  Nel notices "the custard-colored skin" that hides 

underneath the folds of her mother's dress (22).  The custard questions Helene's good 

posture when it divulges the shame and vulnerability concealed from her impeccable 

manner.  The encounter with the exterior world is a shameful experience which 

reveals that the Bottom serves as the only shelter for the townspeople to gain 

self-recognition. 

In addition, Jude is also frustrated when the job opportunities he waits for are 

never opened up for him in a white society.  He "stood in lines for six days running" 

only to "[see] the gang boss pick out thin-armed white boys from the Virginia hills 

and the bull-necked Greeks and Italians" (82).  For Jude whose sense of manhood 
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attests to meaningful and active works, the constant rejection from the white 

community leaves him emasculated.  His proposal to Nel is propelled by "rage and a 

determination to take on a man's role" when he believes that he will be comforted by 

starting a family (82).  Nel as "someone sweet, industrious and loyal to shore him 

up" is a perfect match for him when he needs "some posture of adulthood recognized" 

(82-83).  In this sense, Jude's marriage to Nel is motivated by his sense of frustration 

when his eagerness for labor in the construction of the new road is vehemently 

rejected.  Their marriage in which Jude gains power through nurturing and 

dominating Nel becomes a haven that protects him from the shame imposed by the 

white society.  While "without [Nel] he was a waiter hanging around a kitchen like a 

woman," with her he "was head of a household pinned to an unsatisfactory job out of 

necessity" (83).  Jude expects that "the two of them together would make one Jude" 

when Nel becomes the supporting role in their marriage (83). 

At this point, the social role women are supposed to take in the Bottom is 

profoundly influenced by the malice the townspeople feel in the white society.  

Montgomery notices that "racism is constant in the characters' lives--in where they 

live, in their economic situation--, and their past, present, and future form a continuity 

in the cycle of frustration from which the townsfolk cannot easily escape" 

(Montgomery 128-129).  The identity determined for women in the community 

involves gender roles, familial relations and sexual behavior.  It can be outlined from 

the aspects of the loyal support for their husbands, the intense devotion to their 

children and the constant care for the elders in the family or the society.  The 

supportive role women are expected to play in the community has something to do 
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with the fact that men are constantly frustrated by the white society when they seek 

economic empowerment outside the town.  In this regard, women in the Bottom are 

always ready to heal their husbands' gaping wounds by propping up their self-worth.  

The Bottom is represented as a community which urges women to be supportive for 

their husbands in the face of pent-up frustration rooted in the white society. 

Sula as the Pariah in the Community 

Unlike other women in the Bottom, Sula rejects the shared social values in the 

Bottom and becomes someone different in the community.  Sula is "completely free 

of ambition, with no affection for money, property or things, no greed, no desire to 

command attention or compliments--no ego" (119).  She is deemed to be a person 

"with no ego" when she does not go after what the Bottom people would commonly 

pursue.  In contrast with other women in the Bottom, Sula does not long for any 

well-earned reputation by achieving social standards.  Instead of living up to the 

social expectations of a good woman, she bluntly refuses the role of a wife or a 

mother in her argument with Eva, who tells her that "you need to have some babies" 

because "it'll settle you" (92).  In response to Eva's question of "when you gone to 

get married," Sula declares that "I don't want to make somebody else" because "I want 

to make myself" (92).  Saying that "it ain't right for you to want to stay off by 

yourself," Eva reproaches her because she thinks that "ain't no woman got no business 

floatin' around without no man" (92).  After this quarrel, Sula dispatches Eva from 

the Peace family and sends her away to Sunnydale, the white-run nursing home.  

This is an abominable act for the townsfolk when it flouts the law and custom in the 

Bottom where citizens take good care of their elders.  In this case, Sula not only 
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rejects the role of a mother and a wife but refuses to look after the aged in the 

household.  Not aware of the importance of committing her whole self to a husband 

or children, "she was pariah" when the Bottom people "framed their hatred as disgust 

for the easy way she lay with men" (122).  Women in the town get into a rage when 

Sula's indecent sexual behavior fails to come to terms with how a good woman should 

behave.  Behaving in contradistinction to the social norms, she denies the role of a 

good woman and is condemned by the townspeople. 

    In this respect, Sula puts the Bottom's safeguarding service at risk when she 

either reminds people of the traumatic experience in the past or engages in conducts 

that remain pertinent to the white society.  Her aberrant behavior that perturbingly 

evokes the social tension contradicts the social value the Bottom fosters.  The 

outrage she sparks when she sends Eva away has something to do with how the white 

and the black treat their elders differently.  For Nel, although "white people didn't 

fret about putting their old ones away[,] it took a lot for black people to let them go" 

(164).  Sula, relieved to see Eva gone, thwarts the conventional rules in an African 

American community and falls into the patterns of the white society.  In addition, 

Sula is viewed as a transgressive figure when she gets rid of men and challenges the 

patriarchal world.  Morrison explains that Sula is "so strange" since "she will do the 

kind of things that normally only men do" (Stepto 26).  Nel, visiting Sula before her 

death, tells her that as "a woman and a colored woman at that," Sula "can't act like a 

man" by "walking around all independent-like, doing whatever you like, taking what 

you want, leaving what you don't" (142).  In terms of Sula's casual sex, "the fury she 

created in the women of the town was incredible--for she would lay their husbands 
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once and then no more" (115).  Morrison indicates that Sula "is a masculine 

character in that sense" when "she picks up a man, drops a man, the same way a man 

picks up woman, drops a woman" and "that quality of masculinity ... in a woman at 

that time is outrage, total outrage" (Stepto 27).  Women in the community thus 

"cherished their men more, soothed the pride and vanity Sula had bruised" (115).  

Far from playing the role of a supportive wife, Sula disposes of men, leaving their 

pride dented and reminding them of the insult hurled by the white world.  People in 

the community consider Sula vicious not only because her rejection of the defined 

female role challenges the male-dominated society but also because her aberrant 

sexual behavior perplexingly reminds them of a traumatic past.  Among all the 

deviant conducts Sula is believed to take part in, her sex with the white men remains 

the most heinous crime.  For the townspeople, "there was nothing lower she could do, 

nothing filthier" because "they insisted that all unions between white men and black 

women be rape; for a black woman to be willing was literally unthinkable" (113).  

Sula, "guilty of the unforgivable thing--the thing for which there was no 

understanding, no excuse, no compassion," has done something that is considered to 

be repulsive because of her outrageous relation with white men that reminds the 

whole community of the traumatic experience of its history (112). 

In this sense, Sula is considered to be the evil spirit in the Bottom when she 

becomes someone too different in the community.  Morrison sets out to explore how 

"the fact that the community responds to her that way means that she's unusual" and 

"very atypical" as "a kind of ball-breaker" (Stepto 18).  Sula becomes the demon in 

the society when people notice that she "[is] distinctly different" (118).  Once Sula is 
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believed to be the embodiment of evil in the community, the townsfolk cement their 

belief system by piling up evidence of Sula's bizarreness.  For people in the Bottom, 

"their evidence against Sula was contrived, but their conclusions about her were not" 

(118).  The Bottom people start to notice how different Sula is.  First of all, she 

"did not look her age" because "she was near thirty and, unlike them, had lost no teeth, 

suffered no bruises, developed no ring of fat at the waist or pocket at the back of her 

neck" (115).  In addition, "free of any normal signs of vulnerability," Sula "had had 

no childhood diseases" and "neither gnats nor mosquitoes would settle on her" (115).  

Among all the rumors circulating about her eccentricity, the most striking evidence of 

her evilness lies in Dessie's story.  Dessie witnesses how Shadrack makes a 

gesture of tipping his hat at Sula, believing that it is definitely an encounter between 

"two devils" (117).  Although Shadrack, like Sula, is considered an outcast in the 

Bottom, Sula is the one and only that stands for the pariah in the community because 

"that cursed label is given only to one whose behavior seems so different from, so at 

odds with, the prevailing norm that it cannot be absorbed into the unconscious of the 

community" (Christian 88).  Morrison characterizes Shadrack out of the need for "a 

form of madness that [is] clear and compact to bounce off of Sula's strangeness" for 

"the town to respond to him in one way and to her in another" (Stepto 22).  As far as 

the Bottom people are concerned, "Shadrack's madness involves only a different way 

of structuring the community's sense of time and ritual, rather than an actual 

disintegration of order" while Sula "challenges the community's collective identity" 

(Bryant 734).  For the townsfolk, Sula behaves so differently from others that they 

regard her as a pariah who comes to represent the evilness in the community. 
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The Institutionalization of Sula 

    The townspeople's attitude toward the evil force remains crucial in the ideology 

of the community.  The townsfolk believe that the presence of evil is a force to be 

put up with and then overcome.  Although "such evil must be avoided, they felt, and 

precautions must naturally be taken to protect themselves from it," the Bottom people 

"let it run its course, fulfill itself, and never invented ways either to alter it, to 

annihilate it or to prevent its happening again" (89-90).  Therefore, when Sula comes 

to be the emblem of evilness, they hold her as "something to be first recognized, then 

dealt with, survived, outwitted, triumphed over" (118).  In terms of the entrenched 

belief the townspeople cling to, Morrison notes that "because they're not terrified by 

evil, by difference," the presence of evil "is not an alien force; it's just a different 

force" (Tate 168).  What is implied in their approach to Sula's difference is the 

attempt to transform something boundless into something fixed, something 

undisciplined into something disciplined.  For people in the town, "like any artist 

with no art form, she became dangerous" (121).  When they realize Sula is different 

in a way they are not able to understand, they attempt to interpret her difference as 

evilness so that it is no longer alien and threatening.  The presence of evil, unlike the 

difference Sula exhibits, remains a force people in the Bottom believe that they are 

aware of.  Their way of dealing with Sula's difference is to define her with regard to 

social terms by referring to her as the evil presence in the community.  Therefore, 

when Sula's difference is regarded as something evil, this difference is then fixed in 

the social scope of identification.  The townspeople are able to tolerate Sula's 

wickedness because they reduce her difference to something socially 
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recognizable--evilness, which is reformulated and defined by the social term that 

people are familiar with. 

The community's tolerance of evil reveals that social order is maintained not by 

excluding Sula but by registering her in the socio-symbolic system.  Often read as a 

novel that themes the ostracism of a pariah, Sula seems to depict a community that 

administers total rejection of Sula.  Admittedly, townspeople's grudge against her 

seemingly points to the conclusion of exorcism.  However, a close scrutiny will 

reveal that instead of ruling her out, the society aspires to hook her into the social 

system of the Bottom to keep its social order.  Such implement requires individuals 

to take their places in the town and to be classified according to the roles they are 

assigned to act in accordingly.  What people in the community find disturbing is the 

difficulty in defining Sula whose unique character "threatens the assumptions by 

which life in the Bottom is organized and made meaningful" (Byerman 109).  Sula 

remains not only too eccentric and unfathomable to be identified but also too 

pernicious to the socio-symbolic system people in the Bottom endeavor to uphold.  

From the perspective of the townsfolk, "to recognize her as truly different and alien 

would be to accept discontinuity, disorder, and absence" but "to make her their evil [is] 

to limit and explain the damage she could do" (Byerman 111).  While the exclusion 

of Sula leaves her difference unillustrated and her presence threatening, containing 

her in their social framework by having her occupy the role of a pariah renders her 

character identifiable.  As a result, "Sula signifies, for the community, the chaos and 

evil against which it must define and protect itself" (Henderson 28).  Far from an 

attempt to wipe her out, demonizing Sula in fact serves its purpose for organizing her 
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into the well-regulated formula.  To recognize Sula as the pariah who is supposed to 

be evil is to define her by the social terms.  In this respect, the townsfolk believe that 

social system is free from Sula's sabotaging power when they cast her in the role of a 

pariah.  The Bottom people's attitude toward evil encrypts the attempt to construct an 

integrated social network and communal order. 

Quilting, the Floating Signifier and the Nodal Point in the Community 

    Žižek's theory of "quilting" which allows the free-floating ideological elements 

to be regulated through "nodal points" is functionally constructive for understanding 

the institutionalization of Sula.  According to Žižek, quilting "performs the 

totalization by means of which this free floating of ideological elements is halted, 

fixed--that is to say, by means of which they become parts of the structured network 

of meaning" (Sublime 95-96).  Laclau and Mouffe elucidate in Hegemony and 

Socialist Strategy that "any discourse is constituted as an attempt to dominate the field 

of discursivity, to arrest the flow of differences, to construct a centre" (112).  Žižek 

reworks Laclau and Mouffe's idea with the theory of "quilting."  For Žižek, quilting 

impels "the multitude of 'floating signifiers', of proto-ideological elements, [to be] 

structured into a unified field through the intervention of a certain 'nodal point'" 

(Sublime 95).  The nodal points, known as the Lacanian points de capiton, are 

defined as "the privileged discursive points that partially fix meaning within 

signifying chains" with the aim of "[sustaining] the identity of a certain discourse by 

constructing a knot of definite meanings" (Torfing 98).  As a result, quilting plays an 

important role in instituting free-floating elements within the social framework when 

it manifests "the way the series of floating signifiers is totalized, transformed into a 
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unified field through the intervention of certain 'nodal points'" (Žižek, Sublime 139).  

In terms of the heterogeneity in an identified ideological field of the town, the Bottom 

people strive to keep any radical difference within limits.  Without quilting, Sula as a 

complex character not bound by ordered mores and values remains too ungoverned in 

the socio-symbolic system of the community. 

    Sula is gradually considered not so much an individual as a floating signifier that 

remains open for interpretation.  The floating signifiers, as stated by Žižek, are the 

"non-bound, non-tied elements" in the ideological field (Sublime 95).  Despite the 

difficulty in arriving at a valid conclusion of Sula's identity due to her complex 

character, her birthmark as a symbol allows people in the Bottom to define her from 

different aspects.  For the townspeople, how they characterize Sula takes priority 

over who she really is.  Rigney perceives that "the marks are hieroglyphs, clues to a 

culture and a history more than to individual personality" (39).  For the Bottom 

people, Sula's birthmark, mostly viewed negatively, is believed to be the indication of 

her personality.  The shape of the birthmark in the middle of one of her lids is 

described as "a stemmed rose" (52).  Her birthmark, first observed as a stemmed rose, 

harbors multiple and changing meanings when it is then referred to a tadpole by 

Shadrack and a copperhead by Jude.  Nel's kids consider her birthmark to be "the 

scary black thing" (97-98).  Additionally, for the townspeople, "it was not a stemmed 

rose, or a snake" but "Hannah's ashes marking her from the very beginning" (114).  

Her birthmark, "interpreted by every other character in the novel as representing a 

variety of images" is "a valid indication of Sula's own multiplicity" (Rigney 39).  

Henderson also perceives "the mutability (nature and culture) inherent in the sign of 
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the birthmark" when the images of her birthmark "become not only symbols of 

opposition and ambiguity associated with the stemmed rose, snake, fire, and tadpole" 

(29).  This multiplicity and mutability manifest Žižek's description of the floating 

signifiers "whose very identity is 'open', overdetermined by their articulation in a 

chain with other elements--that is, their 'literal' signification depends on their 

metaphorical surplus-signification" (Sublime 95).  When her birthmark is designated 

as a clue to know her character, what remains important for them is not an 

investigation of who Sula really is but a plethora of different meanings they ascribe to 

her.  Sula betokens a floating signifier that needs to be quilted in order to support the 

established network of value system. 

    Sula, who stands for the floating signifier, is quilted through the nodal point 

when she is named a "roach" and a "bitch" in the Bottom.  Naming, in the context of 

Žižek's theory, functions as the nodal point that attempt to "totalize, include in its 

series of equivalences, these free-floating elements" (Sublime 96).  When Sula 

"refuses ordering and naming" in a community with "the need for an order, a name" 

the townspeople realize that she "must be named so as to render her power 

manageable" (Byerman 109; 111).  Attributing various statement tags to Sula by 

labeling her as a "roach" and a "bitch" suggests how she is quilted in the 

socio-symbolic machine: "When the word got out about Eva being put in Sunnydale, 

the people in the Bottom shook their heads and said Sula was a roach" (112).  They 

name her a "roach" when they bristle at her negligence in familial duties by sending 

Eva away.  Later, "when they saw how she took Jude, then ditched him for others," 

the townspeople "forgot all about Hannah's easy ways (or their own) and said she was 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/investigation
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a bitch" (112).  Naming plays an important role in the process of quilting which 

requires Sula's role as the pariah in the Bottom to be publicly acknowledged.  The 

definition of Sula is made available as "the community labels Sula as a pariah and 

thereby makes her a part of town lore" (Rice 40).  Naming as the nodal point in the 

process of quilting aims at keeping a tight rein on Sula when she is stigmatized as a 

"roach" and a "bitch" recognizable in the society. 

    Signifying Sula has something to do with limiting her radical difference by 

yoking it with symbolic meanings in the signifying chain.  Sula demonstrates a 

society with "a practice instituting nodal points which partially fix the meaning of the 

social in an organized system of differences" (Laclau and Mouffe 135).  Feeling the 

urge to set a limit on Sula's enigmatic character, people in the town ascribe the image 

of a pariah to her through the nodal point of naming.  The impetus of labeling 

someone the evil lies in the "limitation of the productivity of the signifying chain" 

which "establishes the positions that make predication possible" (Laclau and Mouffe 

112).  Without this limitation, individuals face "the field of an infinitude" which 

pointedly "dissolves the concept of 'formation'" because "what lay beyond it could 

only be other differences" (Laclau and Mouffe 143).  To quilt Sula is to make sure 

that nothing falls outside the scope of the socio-symbolic system.  More specifically, 

to overtly announce Sula's evilness in the community is to have her imprinted on the 

symbolic structure of the Bottom.  The townspeople's struggle to quilt Sula accounts 

for an end of keeping any social abnormality within the boundaries. 

    Central to the quilting of Sula is the negativity carried in the chain of equivalence.  

To promise the institutionalization of free-floating elements, limits should be set on 
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the differences in the discursive system but such "limits only exist insofar as a 

systematic ensemble of differences can be cut out as totality with regard to something 

beyond them" (Laclau and Mouffe 144).  Laclau and Mouffe make it clear that "it is 

only through this cutting out that the totality constitutes itself as formation" which 

"manages to signify itself (that is, to constitute itself as such) only by transforming the 

limits into frontiers, by constituting a chain of equivalences which constructs what is 

beyond the limits as that which it's not" (144).  Introducing negativity into the 

ideological field, the chain of equivalence encompasses the formulation of differences 

which would otherwise remain alien in the discursive system.  Therefore, when a 

floating signifier X resists ordering, it is packed in the symbolic structure Y through 

quilting which defines it as the anti-Y.  As X is in this sense identified in relation to 

Y, its difference is no longer foreign to the discourse Y.  The negativity carefully 

brings in the differences of free-floating elements only to reintegrate them into 

recognizable and regulated differences.  As a result, "it is only through negativity, 

division and antagonism that a formation can constitute itself as a totalizing horizon" 

(Laclau and Mouffe 144).  When Sula is quilted in the chain of equivalence, people 

in the community relate her to the social network by constructing her as the 

anti-Bottom.  The structure of Bottom and anti-Bottom strikes itself as social 

antagonism in which "all the differential determinations of a pole have dissolved 

through their negative-equivalential reference to the other pole, each one of them 

shows exclusively what it is not" (Laclau and Mouffe 128).  When Sula's 

nonconformity to social standards makes it hard to define her identity, the 

townspeople portray her as the anti-Bottom.  Sula's identity as the anti-Bottom is 
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viewed as the opposite of the goodness individuals in the Bottom believe they 

represent.  What negativity introduces is the binary opposition of Bottom and 

anti-Bottom when Sula as the pariah is defined against the virtue of the Bottom. 

    Quilting Sula into the ideological discourse of the Bottom points to how she is 

cast into the field of sameness by tying her to the chain of equivalence.  Quilting 

induces "the differential character of social identities [to collapse] as they become 

inscribed in chains of equivalence that construct them in terms of a certain 'sameness'" 

(Torfing 124).  This sense of sameness should not be misunderstood for 

identicalness because it does not suggest that the Bottom people and Sula represent 

each other.  Instead, this sense of sameness produced by the chain of equivalence 

essentially puts forward a common symbolic ground for both of them to be inscribed 

and thus signified.  Although Sula is a heterogeneous element in the community, the 

townspeople believe that the chain of equivalence of the Bottom promises 

homogeneity as long as they have her quilted by constructing her with regard to a 

certain sameness.  According to Žižek's theory of quilting, "every element of a given 

ideological field is part of a series of equivalences" when "it is connected with all 

other elements" (Sublime 96).  To demonize Sula is to pack her into the web of 

quilting and to cohere her into the chain of equivalence via which she is defined by 

the socio-symbolic terms.  The quilted-Sula is no longer a differential figure that 

remains ungoverned, fluid and indefinable once she resides within the discursive 

network.  However, the end of the novel reveals that the townspeople quilt Sula to be 

the pariah in the community to secure its social system but in vain.  The next chapter 

will elaborate on the role she plays in the collapse of the Bottom. 
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Chapter Two 

Scapegoating Sula: The Scenario of Social Fantasy in the Community 

 

Identified as the anti-Bottom, Sula is further treated as a criminal in the 

community when the Bottom people believe that her evilness is what invokes social 

chaos.  In a community that social order takes on profound significance, everything 

happens for a reason.  For the townspeople who demand explanations for every 

unfortunate accident in the community, never will they allow any incident to remain 

unexplained.  Once Sula is recognized as someone evil in the community, they 

develop their own theory that it is her wickedness that triggers unpleasant incidents in 

the Bottom.  The Bottom people "watched her far more closely than they watched 

any other roach or bitch in the town, and their alertness was gratified" when "things 

began to happen" (113).  So confident are they about their hypothesis that they are 

ready to confirm its validity at every moment.  They hold Sula as the explanation to 

the unexpected events especially when it comes to accidental death of Mr. Finley: In 

the habit of "[sitting] on his porch sucking chicken bones, as he had done for thirteen 

years," Mr. Finley "looked up, saw Sula, choked on a bone and died on the spot" (114).  

People in the community "did not believe death was accidental--life might be, but 

death was deliberate" (90).  They find it necessary to identify the cause of any 

sudden death and Mr. Finley's death can be demystified if Sula is considered 

responsible for it. 

Sula as the Scapegoat in the Community 

    Holding Sula culpable for a series of social disorder in the community has 
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something to do with the scapegoating of Sula.  Morrison chronicles a society that 

"has to face the stark realities of life, with unemployment arising out of unfulfilled 

promises and the concomitant poverty, malnutrition, disease, and ignorance" 

(Ogunyemi 130).  Detecting signs that undermine social order, people in the Bottom 

find it urgent to investigate the origin of the chaos that takes place in the community.  

Since the last thing they could expect is the case remaining unsettled, there is the need 

to identify the corruption in the town in order to overcome it and restore communal 

order.  As long as the reason accountable for their misfortunes is nowhere to be 

found, people in the community cannot survive through the constant turmoil without a 

mark to hit.  Keeping the root cause of social disorder within the socio-symbolic 

system of the community enables the Bottom people to confront and defeat it.  When 

Sula's difference is bound by the restrictive social terms, they are justified to blame 

someone quilted in the communal system for the ill fortunes.  Sula, as a pariah in the 

Bottom, serves "adequately as a scapegoat, the remote cause of the townspeople's 

misfortunes" (Ogunyemi 130).  Morrison takes a step further to present how Sula is 

scapegoated for the townsfolk to evade the confrontation with the outer world.  They  

are more than relieved to find someone guilty of the inexplicable events because it is 

easier "to anthropomorphize their misery than to examine the generation of that 

misery by their relation to the environment" (qtd. in Samuels and Hudson-Weems 33).  

When they have Sula shoulder the responsibility, "a fantasy of power is thus created 

that enables them to evade consciousness of the true oppressors: death and white 

society" (Byerman 111).  When people in the community blame all the social 

problems on Sula, they are able to keep a distance from the outer world.  Their 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/inscrutable
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"philosophy of passive acceptance of natural and social evil as a structure" aims at 

"[containing] their fear of going out and doing something about it" (Lounsberry and 

Hovet 127).  Therefore, instead of harming her, they believe that their mission is to 

tolerate her evilness and claim triumph over it in the future.  In Tate's interview, 

Morrison states that "whatever they think about Sula, however strange she is to them, 

they won't harm her" but instead, "they put her to very good use, which is a way of 

manipulating her" (169).  Therefore, the presence of evil "was not for them to expel 

or annihilate it" since "the purpose of evil was to survive it" (90; 118).  The 

townsfolk suppose that the path to a social unity is paved with adversities and Sula's 

evilness is something to be conquered in order to build up a full community.   

After Sula is pinpointed as root of social chaos in the community, the 

townspeople believe that the death of Sula will allow the Bottom to develop itself into 

a full community.  What the Bottom people picture in a full community is a 

prosperous society where social disorder is quelled.  A full community epitomizes a 

promising future with more gainful employment, more favorable conditions and more 

supportive social networks.  Once the townsfolk trace the root of misery back to Sula, 

they think that her death will allow them to look forward to a more harmonious and 

well-developed society.  Hence, "the death of Sula Peace was the best news folks up 

in the Bottom had had since the promise of work at the tunnel" because "a brighter 

day was dawning" (150-151).  As expected, "there were signs" such as "the rumor 

that the tunnel spanning the river would use Negro workers" (151).  The 

townspeople conjecture that after the Sula's demise, "the government seemed to favor 

opening up employment to black workers" (151).  The death of Sula keeps alive their 
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hope for being hired in the construction of the tunnel.  In addition, "the second sign 

was the construction begun on an old people's home" where "the blacks were free, or 

so it was said, to occupy it" (151).  People in the Bottom believe that the death of 

Sula is a good omen and are ready to experience a full community. 

The Dialectical Reversal and the Constitutive Outside 

    In this respect, Sula as the scapegoat stands for the conceptual Jew that is 

considered the blockage of the development of a full community but miraculously 

heightens the social unity in the Bottom.  According to Žižek, the Jew is 

ideologically held as "the embodiment of a certain blockage--of the impossibility 

which prevents the society from achieving its full identity as a dosed, homogeneous 

totality" (Sublime 143).  It is believed that "the source of corruption is located in a 

particular entity, the Jew" that is considered to be "an external element, a foreign body 

introducing corruption into the sound social fabric" (Sublime 140; 142).  In this 

respect, Sula as the scapegoat is none other than the conceptual Jew that is seized as 

the blockage of experiencing a full community when she is held responsible for social 

chaos in the Bottom.  Morrison reveals in the novel that Sula as the conceptual Jew 

allows the townspeople to experience a sharpened sense of social unity.  They 

altogether believe that Sula is what corrupts the community and are urged by her to 

protect themselves from her evilness.  For people in the Bottom, "once the source of 

their personal misfortune was identified, they had leave to protect and love one 

another" (117).  Their "conviction of Sula's evil" in fact "changed them in 

accountable yet mysterious ways" (117).  Take Teapot's incident for example.  

When Teapot does not get the bottles he asks for after knocking on Sula's door, he 
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falls down the steps.  Sula approaches to help him get up only to be blamed by his 

mother for pushing him.  Although Teapot does have a fracture after the incident, the 

doctor indicates that it is the "poor diet" he lives on due to his mother's negligence 

that leads to "the daintiness of his bones" (114).  Nevertheless, his mother Betty, who 

has been an unfit mother, suddenly "became the most devoted mother: sober, clean 

and industrious" and obsessed with "the very idea of a grown woman hurting her boy" 

(114).  After the verification of Sula's evilness, the townsfolk "began to cherish their 

husbands and wives, protect their children, repair their homes and in general band 

together against the devil in their midst" (117-118). 

    With this sense of social harmony, Sula allows the townspeople to define 

themselves as the good people who are different from her.  People in the community 

are able to unite themselves when "her negative example spurs others to greater 

virtue" (Stein 147).  Sula promotes social unity when she "[comes] to serve an 

important function in the community as a scapegoat" that propels people to "[become] 

righteous as a way of defining themselves as different from her" (Byerman 111).  

While Sula is supposed to be the pariah who is evil, indifferent and condemnable, the 

Bottom people are able to think of themselves as the good citizens who are righteous, 

loving and respectable.  The townspeople's definition of themselves in relation to the 

opposite manifests what Jameson calls "the dialectical reversal."  The dialectical 

reversal suggests that "if any entity x gains hegemony over y, then x is at least 

partially defined by the distinction, that is to say by y " (Page 7).  To wit, "x defines 

itself in terms of y; in a sense, x becomes y" (Page 7).  In the Bottom, Sula "becomes 

what they are not, and others are seen in relief against her and distinguished by their 
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difference from her" (McKee 56).  In terms of the dialectical reversal, Sula is not 

defined by the community but the community is in fact defined by Sula.  Although 

quilting aims at institutionalizing Sula into the symbolic network by defining her with 

social terms, Sula encapsulates a pattern of anti-quilting when the structure of a 

community defining Sula is inverted.  Despite the Bottom's confidence in defining 

Sula as the anti-Bottom, it turns out that it is Sula that defines the Bottom.  As a 

boon to social goodness, Sula configures the power structure of the community by 

unveiling that what is identified by its antagonistic force is not Sula but the Bottom. 

    In terms of the dialectical reversal, Sula stands for "the constitutive outside" that 

sustains the social system of the community.  Given that "the subject identifies with 

the Other, but the Other is lacking, unable to offer a stable identity," the pursuit of a 

solid identity will always be a failure (Stavrakakis 45).  However, individuals 

attempt to exclude this lack which keeps the subject from constituting itself.  The 

constitutive outside is the lack that is excluded from a socio-symbolic system so as to 

make the system appear to be whole but ironically constitutes it from the outside. 

According to Torfing, the constitutive outside is "a radical otherness" (124).  He 

notes that "the constitutive outside of a discourse A, which is discursively constituted 

by the expansion of a chain of equivalence is neither B nor non-A, but anti-A" (125). 

When Sula is considered to represent the anti-Bottom, she becomes the constitutive 

outside of the social system.  Sula as the constitutive outside takes on what the town 

detests, allowing the townspeople to define themselves as the good people.  

Therefore, the Bottom people are able to develop an intense awareness of collective 

identity when they define themselves as the opposite of Sula. 
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    In this case, the dialectical reversal and the constitutive outside suggest that the 

presence of Sula is centralized in the formation of communal identity.  The more 

people in the Bottom struggle to differentiate themselves from Sula, the more they 

find themselves fulfilling her leading role in their social value system.  She is 

unwittingly centralized in the social structure when the townspeople expect 

themselves to be the opposites of her.  Serving as the negative model for the 

community to maintain its social harmony, Sula turns out to be indispensable for the 

town to bolster its wholeness.  She reveals that a community can only thrive through 

an antagonistic relation to her when she represents what the community is not.  Sula 

as "a center, a mass, of negation" is further centralized in the formulation of the 

communal identity when she becomes "a means of distinguishing others and a means 

of bonding others together" (McKee 56).  When Sula is "used to externalize 

difference and keep it beyond the bounds of those whose security lies in their 

consistency," a community without her is doomed to face the loss of social stability 

(McKee 56). 

The Bottom as a socially unified community remains tentative because it will not 

sustain without Sula.  As she is centralized and necessary for the community to 

establish its own identity, the social unity people uphold does not last without Sula.  

People who used to behave responsibly because of Sula now regress to their lax ways 

of leading their life because "no longer is the she-devil the focus of their collective 

energies" (Nigro 733).  When Sula sends Eva away, daughters who used to grumble 

about the responsibilities of taking care of their aged mothers-in-law begin cleaning 

the spittoons with no complaint (153).  However, since "now that Sula was dead and 
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done with, they returned to a steeping resentment of the burdens of old people" 

(153-154).  Mothers who used to protect their children from Sula now have nothing 

to fight against especially when Teapot's mother who becomes caring to her son 

because of Sula relapses into her abusive state (153).  Without Sula, "wives 

uncoddled their husbands" because "there seemed no further need to reinforce their 

vanity" (154).  Following Sula's death, "the tension was gone and so was the reason 

for the effort they had made" because "without her mockery, affection for others sank 

into flaccid disrepair" (153).  Far from developing itself into a full community in 

which the townsfolk love and care for each other, Sula's death leaves the Bottom 

people's propped goodness no longer justified.  The Bottom as a seemingly 

harmonious community falls apart after the demise of Sula when the townspeople, left 

with nothing to increment their goodness, are deprived of the energy and merit she 

prompts.  After Sula's death, social tension is heightened and to their bewilderment, 

the full community the Bottom people anticipate after Sula vanishes remains absent. 

Sula as the Conceptual Jew: Social Fantasy in the Community 

    A full community relates itself to what Žižek calls the "social fantasy."  Inspired 

by Lacan's idea of fantasy as "a construction that stimulates, that causes desire, 

exactly because it promises to cover over the lack in the Other," Žižek develops the 

theory of "social fantasy" (Stavrakakis 46).  Social fantasy is "a scenario filling out 

the empty space of a fundamental impossibility, a screen masking a void" (Sublime 

141).  Lacan indicates "the symbolic Other as a lacking structure," explaining how 

people come up with "fantasmatic ways" to "[be] compensated for this lack" and "to 

repress it, to make it bearable" (Stavrakakis 69).  "The lack in the Other" is what 
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Žižek highlights as "the empty space of a fundamental impossibility" which is cloaked 

by the "vain hope that the Other Thing is waiting for us just around the corner" 

(Sublime 141; Plague 30).  It is social fantasy that promises to transform the absence 

of the inaccessible Otherness into a "void of the possible Otherness" (Plague 29).  In 

Sula, this void is the absence of a full community which is fantasized as a reachable 

object.  Through social fantasy, people "learn 'how to desire'" (Žižek, Sublime 132).  

Desire propels people to envisage "a vision of society which does exist, a society 

which is not split by an antagonistic division, a society in which the relation between 

its parts is organic, complementary" (Žižek, Sublime 142).  A full community is 

what Laclau and Mouffe mark as "Society" which is "an organic Whole" that is in fact 

a lack (Žižek, Sublime 142).  Social fantasy functions "to mask this inconsistency, 

the fact that 'Society doesn't exist', and thus to compensate us for the failed 

identification" (Žižek, Sublime 142).  A full community as Society is fantasized as a 

utopia which involves "a paranoid need for a stigmatised scapegoat" (Stavrakakis 

100).  What a utopia signifies are the "images of future human communities in which 

these antagonisms and the dislocations fuelling them (the element of the political) will 

be forever resolved, leading to a reconciled and harmonious world" (Stavrakakis 100).  

The lack behind the fantasy of a full community is not revealed when Sula lends 

herself well to the Bottom's social fantasy.  Sula, in this regard, fills in the 

unbearable emptiness of a full community.  After the death of Sula, the novel reveals 

that a full community will always remain unfulfilled. 

    Sula as the conceptual Jew remains crucial in the Bottom which represents a 

society that plays out various scenarios of social fantasy.  Žižek's description of the 
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Jew echoes Lacan's idea of fantasy.  Since "the Jew is precisely a person about 

whom it is never clear 'what he really wants,'" the society attempts to "[undo] this 

work of displacement/condensation" to "determine its meaning" (Sublime 128; 141).  

In order to determine its meaning, the Jew is forced to condense opposing features.  

The Jew is ideologically considered "to be dirty and intellectual, voluptuous and 

impotent, and so on" (Sublime 141).  Sula as the conceptual Jew that is supposed to 

be evil and filthy is held as the blockage of a full community.  By holding the 

conceptual Jew as the blockage, social fantasy is able to "[conceal] the fact that the 

Other, the symbolic order, is structured around some traumatic impossibility, around 

something which cannot be symbolized" and "[constitute] the frame through which 

we experience the world as consistent and meaningful" (Žižek, Sublime 138).  The 

conceptual Jew propels the society to conceive that social wholeness is something 

tentatively unobtainable.  Sula as the conceptual Jew enables the Bottom people to 

suppose that her death will lead the Bottom to a full community.  Nevertheless, the 

conceptual Jew ultimately discloses that "society 'doesn't work', that the social 

mechanism 'creaks'" (Žižek, Sublime 143).  A community without Sula is a society 

without a scapegoat to sustain its social wholeness.  Since social fantasy "sustains 

the (false) opening--the notion that there is some radical Otherness which makes our 

universe incomplete," without social fantasy, "the corporatist vision of Society as an 

organic Whole" fades away (Žižek, Plague 41; Sublime 142).  When Sula's death 

renders social fantasy groundless, the absence of Society that social fantasy obscures 

for people to experience consistency is exposed. 

In 1941, the Bottom collapses after the destruction of the tunnel when the 
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absence of a full community once masked by Sula is now perceived by the 

townspeople.  Lured by Shadrack to the tunnel site, people in the community, out of 

rage, "smashed the bricks they would never fire in yawning kilns, split the sacks of 

limestone they had not mixed or even been allowed to haul" and "killed, as best they 

could, the tunnel they were forbidden to build" (161).  They "found themselves in a 

chamber of water, deprived of the sun that had brought them there" when "they went 

too deep, too far" (162).  What concerns them "is not only what is there but what 

might have been there and is not there: all the things denied or negated by the fact that 

black people [are] never hired to work there" (McKee 39).  Nigro indicates that "the 

destruction of the tunnel by the community illustrates the frustration inherent in the 

consistent refusal of meaningful employment to those who are capable and willing 

workers but are denied because of their color" (736).  The townspeople realize, in 

the tunnel, the rejection from the white society that hinders the economic progress a 

full community promises.  The novel culminates in the absence people confront in 

the tunnel and this sense of nothingness evokes them to destroy the tunnel 

construction.  When social fantasy is traversed, "how there is nothing 'behind' it, and 

how fantasy masks precisely this 'nothing'" are revealed (Žižek, Sublime 141).  The 

Bottom people are left to experience this nothing once veiled by Sula. 

The collapse of the Bottom reveals that the absence of a full community once 

concealed by Sula is now exposed to the Bottom people.  Social fantasy allows the 

Bottom people to expect a full community with the belief that the death of Sula will 

lead to social totality.  Their vision of a full community is nothing but a fantasy 

founded on a scapegoat.  Refusing to acknowledge that the picture they look into 
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will always remain a lack, people in the Bottom fantasize that a full community is 

only temporarily absent because of Sula.  In the last chapter of Sula, "things were so 

much better in 1965" when people could "see colored people working in the dime 

store behind the counters, even handling money with cash-register keys around their 

necks" (163).  Job opportunities are now granted to those who used to live in the 

Bottom.  However, "everything had changed" when "nobody colored lived much up 

in the Bottom any more" because "the black people, for all their new look, seemed 

awfully anxious to get to the valley, or leave town, and abandon the hills to whoever 

was interested" (164; 166).  The Bottom is no longer "a real place" not only because 

the hill lands are abandoned by the townspeople but also because the shared social 

value the townsfolk used to hold onto is nowhere to be found (166). 

By the end of the novel, Sula's role as the conceptual Jew breaks down the binary 

opposition between good and evil.  McDowell indicates that" the novel invokes 

oppositions of good/evil, virgin/whore, self/other, but moves beyond them, avoiding 

the false choices they imply and dictate" (80).  Just because Sula is quilted to be the 

evil pariah in the Bottom does not mean that she remains evil for the community 

throughout the novel.  What is revealed in the novel is that "there is no proper 

meaning inherent in words or names" but "only meanings we assign to people and 

events in our attempts to establish the limits--the top and the bottom, so to speak--of 

reality" (Bergenholtz 96).  Although Sula is considered to be evil, she is in fact 

"neither evil nor a fixed, unchanging Absolute" (qtd. in Samuels and Hudson-Weems 

37).  Sula as the conceptual Jew is portrayed to reevaluate the system of the binary 

opposition between good and evil.  The distinction between good and evil is blurred 
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when Sula "becomes at once destroyer and rebuilder, life and death, order and chaos, 

uniter and divider, a free force, knowing, unknowable, inseparable, unbreakable, 

protean" (Okonkwo 663).  Sula not only exerts negative influence but also positive 

influence on the socio-symbolic system of the Bottom.  She in fact "embodies, 

contrarily, a figure of genuine moral ambiguity about whom few comforting 

conclusions may be drawn" (Spillers 212).  Sula is first viewed negatively as the evil 

presence in the community, then positively as the blockage of a full community but at 

last disruptively when her death no longer sustains social fantasy.  Žižek explains 

that the Jew first "appears as an intruder who introduces from outside disorder, 

decomposition and corruption of the social edifice" but later becomes "an outward 

positive cause whose eradication would enable [people] to restore order, stability and 

identity" (Žižek, Sublime 143-4).  The conceptual Jew, in this sense, revitalizes 

Jameson's "the dialectical reversal" with "a matter, indeed, of the reversal of limits, of 

the transformation from negative to positive and from positive to negative" (309).  

As the conceptual Jew, Sula is first viewed negatively as someone evil when she 

comes back to Medallion after ten years.  Later, as the blockage of the development 

a full community, she assumes a positive form when she allows people in the Bottom 

to desire social wholeness.  Nevertheless, she becomes destructive when her death 

eventually reveals that a full community the townspeople anticipate remains absent.  

Sula as the conceptual Jew blurs the line between good and evil when she wields 

positive and negative influence on the social system of the Bottom. 

    Morrison, instead of having the Bottom people stand for the evilness once 

symbolized by Sula, deconstructs the binary opposition between good and evil.  In 
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Sula, Morrison alludes to the dilemma of the ideology of the Bottom, revealing that 

Sula does not symbolize the absolute evilness.  Even though Sula's evilness is 

fantasized and utilized by the townspeople, it does not mean that the Bottom people 

have come to represent evil in the novel.  When the Bottom collapses by the end of 

the novel, Morrison's attitude toward the community is not entirely negative.  She 

explains that what remains extraordinary about the Bottom "is the fantastic variety of 

people and things and behavior and so on" (Stepto 11).  In such a community that is 

able to tolerate and contain any force of evil, "as much of a pariah as [Sula] is in that 

village, she is nevertheless protected there as she would not be elsewhere" (McKay 

151).  To conclude that the Bottom people turn out to be evil and Sula is proved to 

be good is to oversimplify Morrison's attempt to unravel the polarized social structure.  

Morrison thinks that "one can never really define good and evil" because "sometimes 

good looks like evil; sometimes evil looks like good" (Stepto 14).  Her intention 

behind Sula is not to reverse the dichotomy which turns what is considered to be good 

into evil because such a reversal falls into another dichotomy.  Instead, she attempts 

to deconstruct the binary opposition between good and evil by blurring the boundary 

between them.  For Morrison, "it is the combinations in characters that are the best 

part of writing novels--the combinations of virtue and flaw, of good intentions gone 

awry, of wickedness cleansed and people made whole again" (McKay 148).  Since 

the last thing Morrison expects is to alter one hierarchal order just to instate another, 

readers are urged to reweigh the dichotomy by reevaluating what the Bottom 

represents and what Sula truly means to the community. 
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Conclusion 

 

    In Sula, Morrison critically reflects on the complex ideology of the Bottom 

community and its conflict with Sula.  The attempt to contain a pariah in the 

community attests to the demand for social order that requires every individual to be 

fixed in a regulated system.  To make sure that nothing flees from the domain of 

social context, the Bottom people lock Sula into the socio-symbolic system by 

holding her as the evil in the community.  Once she becomes the pariah in the 

Bottom, she is assigned a fixed identity which transforms her radical difference into 

something institutionalized in the social framework of the Bottom.  The townspeople 

yoke Sula's difference with a symbolic meaning in the signifying chain.  Sula 

represents the floating signifier that remains ungoverned because her open identity 

makes it hard for the townsfolk to define her character.  In response to her role as a 

floating signifier that is open for interpretation, people in the community quilt her 

through the nodal point of naming.  Once Sula is named a "roach" and a "bitch," the 

townspeople are able to tolerate her evilness when it is firmly defined by social terms 

and quilted in the discursive system of the community. 

    Morrison takes a step further to suggest that Sula is further scapegoated by the 

community.  The Bottom is portrayed as a community that is constantly faced with 

the threat from the outer world.  The townspeople hold Sula culpable for social 

chaos in the community.  Sula, in this sense, is scapegoated when the townsfolk 

force her to bear the responsibility for the disorder that takes place in the community.  

Once she is scapegoated, people in the town conjecture that her death will promise
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social harmony and progression.  What the Bottom people anticipate is a full 

community where all the social disorder comes to a halt.  When they are convinced 

that her evilness is what engenders misfortunes in the community, they experience an 

intensified sense of social unity.  The townspeople are able to see themselves as the 

good ones when Sula's evilness serves as the negative example against which the 

townsfolk define themselves.  Her presence allows the Bottom to be constructed as a 

unified community.  She plays an important role in the formation of communal 

identity when the society depends on her for its own definition.  The fact that it is 

Sula that defines the wholeness of the community makes references to Jameson's "the 

dialectical reversal" which suggests that the antagonistic force is in fact what the 

subject relies on for its own definition.  Sula symbolizes the constitutive outside 

which sustains the symbolic system of the community.  After she perishes, the 

Bottom as a harmonious community is dismantled when the townspeople are no 

longer caring for and loving each other.  Far from bringing about social order, her 

death eventually reveals that the full community the townspeople picture is in fact 

absent.  It is social fantasy that promises to mask this absence by holding Sula, the 

conceptual Jew, as the blockage.  Following her death, the Bottom collapses after 

people in the community destroy the tunnel when the absence once screened by Sula 

is exposed. 

    Morrison ends the novel with Nel's cry that suggests the possibility of mourning 

a scapegoat and reexamining the duality of good and evil.  In the last chapter of the 

novel, Nel feels the presence of Sula who is now absent.  She realizes how much she 

misses Sula and lets out "a fine cry" which is "loud and long--but it [has] no bottom 
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and it [has] no top, just circles and circles of sorrow" (174).  When Nel recalls the 

secret excitation witnessing Chicken Little's fall, she discovers the evilness in herself 

and questions her presumption that she stands for the absolute goodness.  Although 

Nel used to stand so firm on herself being the good one and Sula the evil one who 

betrays and hurts her, she gains a renewed perception of good and evil.  She becomes 

aware of the false assumption of herself being morally superior to Sula when realizing 

that she crookedly devises an antagonistic structure in which Sula becomes a trope for 

badness and herself goodness.  Morrison has Nel recognize the diametric opposites 

of the goodness and evilness in their relation and urges readers to relate her perception 

to the ideological structure of the entire community.  Through Nel's cry, Morrison, 

instead of picturing a world divided by good and evil, opens up various possibilities to 

reevaluate the role of a "pariah" and a "scapegoat" in the society.  Although, by 

reconsidering Sula's role in the community, readers are allowed to discern the 

dilemma of the ideology of the Bottom, the novel does not point to the conclusion that 

the Bottom people end up as the absolute evilness.  Morrison in fact blurs the line 

between good and evil to avoid a reversal of the dichotomy which simply transforms 

what is initially considered to be good into evil.  What she indicates by the end of the 

novel is a sense of recognition of Sula's place in the community as she carves out her 

own living space in the community.  Instead of concluding that who is right or 

wrong and who is good or evil, Morrison brings out Nel's acknowledgement of the 

falsely assumed dual opposition to activate readers' reevaluation of Sula's role in the 

community. 
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